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                        New Electric Rayburn Ranger now in Showroom 

Thinking of running your Everhot from Renewable Energy? - Case Studies available 

New Electric Everhot Room Heater now in Showroom 
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		Welcome to Cast Iron Range Cookers 


		
		We can supply and install all of the major makes of range cookers. 


		
		See All the leading Range Cooker manufacturers in one showroom 
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		A variety of features, for all your needs. 


		
		 Different fuel types. 


		
		 Sizes to fit every kitchen. 


		
		 Contemporary designs or traditional. 


		
		See All the leading Range Cooker manufacturers in one showroom. 
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		MANY OPTIONS 


		
		COLOURS AND FINISHES 


		
		See All the leading Range Cooker manufacturers in one showroom. 
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		CAST IRON RANGE COOKERS 


		
		See All the leading Range Cooker manufacturers in one showroom. 


		
		 

	



	








                        
                        
                                

                                        
                                        
                                                
                                                
                                                    


                                                        
                                                        


                                                        
                                                

                                                
                                                        Welcome to Cast Iron Range Cookers





STOP PRESS

Visiting the Showroom


If you're ready to start planning for a new cooker, or perhaps you simply need some
inspiration or advice - we'd love to hear from you.



Investing in a new range cooker and choosing the perfect appliance for you and your
home should be an enjoyable and exciting experience. That's why we always
recommend customers visit our showroom.



You can of course drop in whenever you like, but for the best experience,
we recommend you book an appointment so we can maintain a safe showroom
environment. Our team will be on hand to advise and guide you through the benefits
of each appliance so you can make an informed choice.



Showroom Opening Times are Monday to Saturday 10.00 am to 4.00 PM.



Call us on 01844 344475 or send an email to sales@circ.email to start a
conversation.



We look forward to welcoming you.



                                                        View a wide range of high quality Range Cookers at Cast Iron Range Cookers.

														Over a cup of coffee browse our large range of prestigious range cookers.

 														With 35 years personal experience in the range cooker marketplace we really do know our products inside out. This means we can offer well 													informed independent advice on electric, gas, oil, wood and multi fuel fired range cookers. As you would expect they are all wonderful cookers, some help to keep your kitchen cosy, some supply hot water and some will even manage your central heating.

														Our advice is both practical and technical so what ever your requirements we are confident that we can help you to choose a product that will meet your needs and suit your lifestyle.

														We have models from every major supplier available for you to see and touch, drop in for chat and see how you might live with a range cooker.

 														Buying from Cast Iron Range Cookers you will benefit from impartial practical advice and an unrivalled depth of expertise in the cooker business.

 														During your visit you will be able to see and feel the quality of the range of cookers we have on display, many of which are live working models for you to try. We are not just an internet site, we are a genuine brick-and-mortar business with displays and real people giving expert advice and help.


                                                        
                                               
                                                

                                        

                                        

                                

                        

                        



                        
                        
                                
                                        
                                                
                                                

                                                    Call us to discuss

                                                    To find out more about the benefits of owning a range cooker give us a call on 01844 344475

                                                

                                                
                                                

                                                    Cooker Demonstrations

                                                    We have regular Cookery Demonstrations - please give us a ring to discuss.

                                                

                                                
                                                

                                                    Delivery and installation

                                                    We can arrange for delivery and professional installation of your chosen range cooker
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                    Newsletter


                   Hi, I'm Andy. I share everything from stories, ideas, recipes and offers in my Weekly Newsletter. Join below and be the first to learn about the latest promotions and new arrivals.
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